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Abstract
This research is reviewing students’ process of decision making intuitively, analytically, and interactively. The
research done by using discount problem which specially created to explore student’s intuition, analytically, and
interactively. In solving discount problems, researcher exploring student’s decision in determining their attitude
which concern in the used of intuitively, analytically, and interactively. Result of this research showing that the
student’s decision making in solving discount problem begin with their intuitively, then interactively and
continued with analytically; afterward return to intuition, interaction and end up with analytical. Those three
components (intuitively, interactively and analytically) repeated occur until obtaining result which is desire.
Keyword: making decision, intuitive interactive, analytical thinking and mathematic problem
1. Introduction
Research subject about decision making has becoming a phenomenon in some research (Cokely & Kelly, 2009;
Ketterlin, Geller, & Yvanoff, 2009; Wang & Ruhe, 2007). Result of the study giving enough information about
student’s cognitive process in a domain needed to create instructional correction, the cognitive process of
decision making can be applied into many other systems which based on decision, while the used of intuition is
one way of approaching decision making in managerial field.
Decision making is involving someone cognitive process (Wang & Ruhe, 2007). Decision making is a process
that chooses a preferred option or a course of actions from among a set of alternatives on the basis of given
criteria or strategies (Wang, Wang, S. Patel, & P. Patel, 2004; Wilson & Keil, 2001). According P. Facione and N.
Facione (2007) that the decision can be regarded as an outcome or output of mental or cognitive processes that
led to the selection of a course of action among several alternatives available. So that, in exploring someone’s
decision making will be needed a theory as guidance. Based on the above opinion, the researchers concluded that
the decision is an alternative course of action of a series of actions or strategies that the students in making
decisions by using intuitively, analytically or interactively at about discounts that are designed to explore the
intuitively, interactively or analytically.
One of the theories of a cognitive process is “Dual process Theory (DPT)”. The DPT is a Theory of a cognitive
processing which contains of two systems; those are system 1 and system 2. System 1 assumed has a quick
otonomy process to produce default respond, system 2 interfered by specific order in a higher reasoning or
analytical process (Evans, 2013). The popularity of dual process theory is increasing, along with the increasing
of criticism from many researchers. They were showing a lot of critic to this theory account. Such as unclear
definition of it, lack of coherence and consistency in purposing cluster to the system’s attribute with those two
accounts. Therefore, this DPT phenomenon gets a lot of attention from several researchers (Evan, 2013;
Gigerenzer, 2011; Keren & Schul, 2009; Osman, 2004).
First observation result, there are students with cognitive condition which is not totally included to system 1
(intuitive) and it is also not totally included to system 2 (analytical). This showed from their interview and works
done by the researchers to subject. From mathematic problems which given by researchers, subject showing
indication of a characteristic based on interaction. In solving mathematic problem subject doing simplification of
processing and using large number of data in order to understand it; interactively process and a quick exploration
in knowledge; information which giving less advantages will be discarded.
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In line with observation result of high school students it has been diagnosed. Diagnose is an integral part of the
studies decision making. It is also become a bridge to identify students who are probably at a risk of failure.
Diagnose giving valuable information about cognition of the students in a domain which targeted. Students as a
domain will directed to decision making process of discount problem, able giving detail and precise information
about their thoughts. This information needed to give the students a chance to have an appropriate education
which concern in mathematic study.
This research examine probability of a student in taking conclusion of solving mathematic problem which given.
The studies were based on working analysis of a test result and interview. Specifically, the analysis doing based
on a dual process theory, therefore the student’s cognition condition which claimed by previous researchers that
the student’s cognition condition only in system 1 or system 2, or the cognition of student in system 2 as an
improvement from system 1 (Hogarth, 2005; Keren, & Schul, 2009) answered. Next on, it becomes important for
there are phenomenon which need further exploration to answer many critics appear about the Dual Process
Theory.
This research goal is to exploring decision making of a student through intuition and analytical strategy to the
problems given. How are the students making decision by using intuitive, analytic, or interactive to the problems
which created to explore those three components? Researcher needs instruments which enable her to explore
main goal. Instrument builds from theories of Decision Making, Dual Process Theory and also Interactive
Metaphor Theory, from Computer Processing Information Theory. These theories enable the researcher to
differentiate characteristic of intuitively, characteristic of interactively and characteristic of analytically.
Furthermore, researcher will need theoretically point of view to identifying students from many different side of
making decision based on intuitively, interactively and analytically to solve discount problem.
2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Dual Process Theory and Decision Making
Daniel Kahneman interpret style of process which been saying intuition and analysis. Intuition (or system 1), is
closely like associate analysis defined as an automatic and quick, it used to have a strong emotional bonding in
the analysis process. Kahneman said that analysis type based on a formed habit and it is difficult to change or
manipulate. Analytic (or system 2) is slower and more stable and always based on consciousness and
consideration (Kahneman, 2003).
Afterward, for the past few years there are some researchers who specialized themselves to exploring ideas that
there is fundamental dualism in human thoughts. Since, 1970the Dual Process Theory has been developed by the
researchers in many aspects human’s psychology, which included deductive analysis, decision making, and
social judgment. These theories comes in different kind of forms, but each of it agree in purposing two different
kind of processing mechanism to task given, which employing different procedures and able resulting something
different, and sometimes having opposite result. Usually one of the process mark as something fast, easy,
automatic, unconsciousness, inflexible, very contextual, and light of memory’s working. While the other mark as
something slow, effortful, controlled, consciousness, flexible, de-contextualized, and demanded memory’s
working. This theory claimed that a center of human cognition consist of two multi-purpose analysis system,
which usually called as system 1 and system 2. The first operation system having fast process characteristic (fast,
easy, automatic, unconsciousness, etc.) while other operation system which slower than the first (slow, effortful,
controlled, consciousness, etc.) (Stanovich, 2004).
System 1, Barg (1994) was doing re-conceptualized ideas to an automatic process called as “automatic” which
consist of four components, such as: consciousness, intentionality, efficiency, and controllability. A mental
process labeled as “automatic” for people never realized the process of it, they cannot even realized existence of
a stimulus (subliminal), how the stimulus categorized or interpret (stereotype of unconsciousness activation or
constructive characteristic) or stimulus effect which occur in someone’s action or decision (misattribution).
Another way of a mental process to be labeled as automatic is by being unintentional. Intentionality, refer to
consciousness or “start up” from a process. The mental process will automatically bias and will begin with
self-unconsciousness or unwilling to begin. The third component from automaticity is the efficiency. Efficiency
refers to number of cognitive resources which needed to process. The automatic process is efficient for it needs
several sources. The fourth component is ability to control. It refers to someone consciousness ability to stop a
process. Process which automatically uncontrolled, means that the process will be precede until it finish and a
person will not able to stop it. Barg (1994) conceptualized automation as a component view (every
consciousness consist of combination, will, efficiency, and control) which contradictive with history concept of
automaticity as all-or-without dichotomy.
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System 2 is the last and specific evolution for human. This is also known as explicit system, system based on
rules, rational system, or analytic system. A person who categorized in system 2 will be thinking consecutive and
slow. This is a general-domain, which been processing in the main working memory. Because of it, the person
has limited capacity and slower than system 1 which correlated with general intelligence. This is also known as
rational system for its reasoning based on logical standard (Evans, 2003; Tsuji, 2009). Therefore, several
characteristic which related with system 2 are base on rules, analytic, controlled, demand cognitive capacity, and
slow.
Decision theory widely applied in various subject, such as cognitive informatics, computer study, management
study, economic, sociology, psychology, politics and statistic. Several decision strategies have proposed from
different point and domain application such as maximum utility and Bayesian method. But there are deficiencies
in the model of fundamental decision, mathematic decision, and strict cognitive process for the decision making.
The decision in a real world assumed as repeated application from important cognitive process. Research result
showing that all category of a decision strategy accordance with Ruhe (2007).
3. Method
3.1 Subject and Design
The study was conducted in SMAN 3 Jombang City. Subjects consisted of 40 students in grade 3 with details of
11 men and 29 women. Each subject was given about the discount problem. Purpose of the test is to recognize
condition of their thinking condition (intuitively, interactively, and analyticly). Then it was choosing subject to
be interviewed with thinking condition. Subject A (Intuitively is wrong, but analyticly is right), and subject B
(Intuitively is right while the analyticly is also right) with the consideration that the type of the subject has the
potential to meet the desired conditions of the research process. Another method is by designing qualitative
research and it will be able to explore decision making by the students. Data collected with method of “think
aloud” (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994) which been doing by asking the subject of research repeating
working on the test as before and asking them to tell how the process of their decision making done in the same
time. By using this method, cognitive process of decision making related with the discount problem which can
be recorded and analyzed.
3.2 Material
Problem discounts designed to determine intuitively, analyticly and interactively students. Problem is adapted
from NCTM (2008) and has been tested legibility, adapted to the high school mathematics curriculum, as well as
in consultation with high school mathematics teacher. The problem is as follows:
“If the store 1 gives a discount of 50% and then discount 30%, stores 2 gives discount 70%, which of the two
stores that offer the cheapest price?”
3.3 Procedure
Here is the procedure of research conducted to obtain data intuitively, analyticly and interactively, the order in
which participants perform three decision making process. Before every assignment be given decision making,
each student was told that they would solve the problem of discount. 1) Discount problems is given to all
students and then all the students were asked to respond intuitively to write the answers on the paper provided
(Glockner, & Betsch, 2008). This is a step to obtain data on student intuitively right/wrong; 2) Researchers
collect all the students to correct answers. This is a step to determine the data intuitively students’; 3) Restore the
jobs of paper to each student and researcher asks each student do the analysis about the discount given to the use
of reason (Betsch, 2007). This is a step to determine the data analyticly students; 4) Researchers collect back
student work to determine student analyticly right/wrong. Data obtained from this step is saturated with the
condition to think intuitively wrong but analytically right and completely intuitive and analytic right; 5)
Researchers chose the subject to think aloud done, the chosen subject based upon consideration of
communication skills as well as advice from a teacher. This step occurs from the interaction between students
and researchers and obtained data on students’ decision making process; 6) Data analysis and conclusions based
on the results of think aloud.
4. Findings and Discussion
Of the 40 students were given matter, the results are as follows:
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Table 1. Peercentage of thhe work of 40 students in sollving discountss
Intuitively

Analyticcally

wrong

rigght

wrong

right

60%

400%

75%

25%

Results off the analysis provided
p
below
w is based on thhe selection off subjects who meet wrong inntuitively and right
analyticallly called the suubject A, as w
well as right inttuitively and riight analytically called subjeects B. Researc
chers
analyze annd found the suubject A havinng a spontaneoous wrong ansswer but then after subject A asking to explain
the answerr subject A reaalized the mistaake. Subject B has a spontanneous right ansswer, because the subject and
d felt
that a discoount of 50% thhen 30% discoount is not neceessarily greateer than the 70%
% discount.
Subjects A direct answeer spontaneously and fast ““discount of 500% and then 30% discountt”. Then researcher
asking to subject A “aree you sure?”, ssubject A answ
wer “sure”. Thhis aspect show
wing that subjject A answer with
intuitive (E
Evans, 2008; Evans
E
& Stanoovich, 2013; Sccheffer, 2015).
The next sstep researcherr asking subjecct A to think back the answeer and then subbject A start shhowing the thin
nking
process byy finishing calcculation of its aanswer, with thhe result whichh showed as piicture below.

Englissh translation
n:
Hanya bbayar = only paaid
Bayar = pay
Figure 1. Thhe works of subbject A
wrong and tha
at the
Base on thhe work of “thhink aloud”. Subject A reveaaling that at thhe beginning tthe answer is w
true answ
wer is 70% diiscount. Subjeect A realizingg the mistakee after analyzzing the workks, and with detail
d
calculationn in the work, subject A refleecting its own tthinking proceess.
Subject B doing the sam
me thing as subbject A that is answering fasst and spontanneous but the aanswer is diffe
erent.
Afterwardd researcher asking to subjecct B “are you ssure?”, Subjecct B answer inntuitively (Evaans, 2008; Eva
ans &
Stanovich,, 2013; Schefffer, 2015). Butt the differencce is subject B starting the aanswer with inntuitive (system 1)
and immeddiately checkinng the answer with analytic ((system 2)
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En
nglish translaation:
Tooko: Store
Jaadi toko 2 diskkonnya lebih beesar daripada ttoko 1, karena toko 1 membeerikan diskon 550%
terlebih dahulu kemudian
k
dilaanjutkan diskonn 30% = So stoore 2 discount is greater than store 1,
beecause store 1 give a 50% diiscount first annd then followeed a 30% discoount
Figure 1. Thhe work of subbject B
Subject B repeat analyzzing to the w
works and founnd the same answer as thee first answerr. The fundam
mental
differencess between subbject A and suubject B is thaat subject B is not reflectinng to the answ
wer it was thin
nking
before.
f
that the difference bettween intuitivee process and analytic proceess is in the pro
ocess
Evan’s (20011) research found
of choosinng intuitive iteem task’s infoormation and it is still a ‘rrelevant’ proceess, while the analytical pro
ocess
operating m
more in a chosen item to prooduce conclussion or assessm
ment. In our reesearch, we woould like to exp
plore
student’s ddecision makinng with intuitivve, analytical thinking and iinteraction. Ouur research hass limitation su
ubject
and proceddure which useed, for the subbject need a sppecial interfereence to solve thhe problems ooccur. This rese
earch
will be conntinued to a seecond chance bby choosing suubject base on the study expeerience to havee a further examine
in decisionn making proceess if related w
with intuitive, aanalytic and reeflective thinkiing.
5. Result aand Implicatiion
In the resuult above subj
bject A doing an accommoddation processs, which know
wledge of subjject A modifie
ed to
combine a new differentt experience w
with previous kknowledge. In the previous kknowledge coggnitive structu
ure of
subject A interpreting thhat discount oof 50% and theen 30% discouunt assumed aas 80% discouunt which is bigger
than 70% discount. Butt after analyziing this probleem subject A experience acccommodation which has be
een a
process off cognitive moodification. Affter experiencinng this new coognitive modiification subjecct A understan
nding
that discouunt of 50% andd then 30% disscount is smalller than 70% ddiscount.
To above rresult subject B has done asssimilation and producing struucture which ffit in with probblem’s structurre. In
this case, tthe structural thinking
t
of subbject B has com
mpleted for it uused to interprret problem’s sstructure so tha
at the
assimilatioon process donne perfectly. S
Subject B doinng interpretatioon problem that the discounnt of 50% and then
30% discoount assumed as
a two differennt part of discoount which firsst is 50% discoount and seconnd is 30% discount.
50% discoount understandds as main disscount which hhas smaller vallue than the 700% discount. S
Subject B analy
yzing
that the seecond discountt (30%) is onlyy giving a smaall effect. So thhat, subject B more focus onn the main disc
count
that is com
mparing betweeen 50% discouunt and 70% diiscount.
Those thinngs above indiicating that theere were interraction of cognnitive process in decision m
making of subje
ect A
and subjecct B. the changging process frrom intuitive too analytic whicch caused by iinteraction of ssystem 1 (intuiitive)
with systeem 2 (analyticc). system 2 iss not only obsserving the opperation of syystem 1 (standdard role), but also
interactionn between thosse two system. While the sysstem 2 still havve to observingg its own funcction in observation
of system 1. In other word,
w
we can conclude thaat it will needd “system 3” (to observing system 2). While
W
observatioon and criticism
m of system 1 is one of the reeason than sysstem 2 developping in the firsst place where there
has been iinteraction bettween system 1 and system 2 (Leron, 20006). And then in student’s pprocess of dec
cision
making thhere is equilibrrium, with a rresult that theyy are keep dooing assimilation and accom
mmodation pro
ocess.
Below is ppicture 3 schem
me of student’ss decision makking
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Subject B

Right
Intuition

Interactionn
assimilation
System 2
(Analityc)

System 2
(Analityc)

System 3

System 3
Figure 3. Scheme of student’s decision making

In the earlier decision making was doing with intuitive. In the next decision making process, it was doing by
involving three systems which supporting each other, those system are: system 1 (intuitive), system 2 (analytical
thinking) and 3rd system (interactive). We are positively sure that decision making process of the students with
intuitive, analytical thinking and interactive will giving more contribution in the next research and to the school,
it will also improving teachers sensitivity and awareness of their student’s thinking process.
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